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On the séparation of exponentials.

di RICHARD BELLMAN (a Santa Monica, USA)

Suminjiry. - A method is given for finding the number ofexponenhal corn-
ponents without first determintng the amplitudes of frequencies of the
cornpotients.

1. Introduction.

In a number of different fields, it is known as a resuit of an
a priori theoretical analysis that a séquence of numbers. | un |,
obtained experimentaily, has the représentation

2
k=i

If the dimension N is known, the parameters ck and lk can be
determined provided that enough of the un are given. If N is
itself an unknown, as it is in many investigations where the déter-
mination of the number of components is one of the major objects,
the problem is much more complex, and thus far more interesting.

The purpose of this note is to outline a method designed to
yield the value of N, without a simultaneous détermination of
the ck and X&. For other treatments of this problem, with some
physical background, see [1], [2],

2. Récurrence Relations.

We start from the frequently used fact that a séquence such
as that given above can be generated by means of the récur-
rence relation, or différence équation,

(1) ttt+ff=aittfrfjy-i •+" - + aNuv * = 0,1, . . . ,
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with t*0, 1*!,..., uN_x prescribed. Consider the determinant

ut ut+x ... ut+k

ut*<4-*

related to the CASORATI determinant.
Assume as we may that in (1.1) ctrj=0, i = 1, 2, ..., iV, and that

Xz ̂ = Xj for i =\= j .
It is then easy to see that

(3) a) C*(*) = 0, fc>iV, t = 0, l , . . . .

b) Civ-i(^) = Civ-i(0)a^r 4= 0, t = 0, 1,...,
c) C4(i)=|=0, k<N— 1, for large *.

It follows that the functions CA(£), fc=l,2, ..., can be used as
a séquence of test functions to détermine N, given the numerical
values of un.

3. Discussion.

The most unsatisfactory of the criteria in (3) is (3c). In many
cases, this can be considerably strengthened, making use of the
fact that the \7c are real and the ct are positive. Tn this case, it
follows from the known criteria for the positive definiteness of
quadratic forms, or from the equivalent known properties of
Gramian déterminants, that Ck(t) > 0, fc<2V—l.

This problem was first proposed to the author PETER STEVEN-

SON of LiivERMoBE in connection with the study of fission pro-
cessus.
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